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In this paper, we will be concerned with the following question: given a 
finite group G, a prime divisor p of 1 G 1, and a p-subgroup D of G, how many 
modular irreducible characters of G lie in p-blocks whose defect group is D? 
We will give a description of this number as the difference between the ranks 
of two matrices with entries in GF(p). We will also discuss how the methods 
we describe can be used to compute the number of modular irreducible 
characters in a specific p-block whose defect group is (contained in) D. 
From now on, then, G, p and D are fixed. Let { yi: 1 < i < m} be a full set 
of representatives for the conjugacy classes of p-regular elements of G. For 
each i, let Qi be a fixed Sy10w p-subgroup of C,(vi), and choose yi and Qi 
wherever possible so that Qi < D. Label so that Qi < D for 1 < i < r, but no 
conjugate of Qi is contained in D for i > r. 
DEFINITION. We say that yi is distinguished if, for some P E Sylp(G), we 
have: P n Pyi = Qi and N,,(Qi) E Sylp(N,(Qi)). 
Remark. This definition is independent of the particular conjugate 
chosen from the class of yi, and of the particular Sylow p-subgroup of 
C,(y,) chosen. We also remark that the above conditions imply that 
Npri(Qt) E SYlP(NG(Qi)), so that P n Pyi is a tame Sylow intersection, and 
Qi = op(NG(Qt))* 
We relabel, if necessary, so that yi is distinguished for 1 < i < n, but yi is 
not distinguished for n < i < r. 
DEFINITION. For 1 < i, j, k < m, we define the set 0:;) to be: {(a, b): a is 
conjugate to yi, b is conjugate to yj, and a-lb E ykQk}. We note that Qk acts 
by conjugation on QiT’ for any i, j, and that the length of the orbit 
containing (a, b) is [Q,: Qk n C,(a) f? C,(b)]. Thus (1 Qjl/l Qkl) la!;) is an 
integer (as b is conjugate to yj). 
For 1 < k < r, we define the n x r, matrix Ack’, with entries in GF(p), by: 
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al;’ is the residue (mod p) of (I C,(yj)l/l C&J) ifl~~)l (the latter expression 
is not an integer, but is a p-adic integer) for 1 < i < n, 1 Q j < r. 
We define the rn X r matrix A(D) to be the matrix whose (tn + i)th row is 
the ith row of the matrix A ((+I) for O<t<r- 1 and 1 <i<n. 
We define the matrix Ai” in a similar fashion to A (‘), for those k for 
which Qk < D, except that its rows are indexed by those distinguished yi for 
which Qi < D, and its columns are indexed by those yj for which Qj < D. We 
then define the matrix A,(D) in a manner analogous to that in which A(D) 
was defined. 
THEOREM 1. (a) The total number of modular irreducible characters in 
p-blocks of G whose defect groups are contained in D is the rank of the 
matrix A(D). 
(b) The total number of modular irreducible characters in p-blocks of 
G with defect group D is rank(A(D)) - rank(A,(D)). 
We defer the proof of Theorem 1 for the moment. The following lemma 
allows us to reduce the computations involved (from now on, the notation 
A 5 B means: “A is conjugate to a subgroup of B”). 
LEMMA 2. (i) ai;’ = 0 unless Qjs Qk, and O,(N,(Qj)) 5 Qi. 
(ii) The rank of the matrix A(D) (and similarly A,(D)) is unchanged 
if we replace aif’ by 0 whenever Qk ,$ Qi. 
We defer the proof of Lemma 2. If D @ Sylp(G), then yk # 1, for 
1 < k < r, and we may as well label so that y, = 1,. The sets Qjy) have 
special importance for our work. We define the n x r matrix S(D) to have 
(i, j)-entry sij, where sij is the residue (mod p) of (1 C,( yj)l/l G I IO{?’ / (for 
1 < i < n, 1 <j < r). (If D E Sylp(G) and we label so that y, = l,, then 
S(D) is the matrix ACm’). 
THEOREM 3. (i) From a knowledge of the matrix S(D), it is possible to 
determine which subgroups of D are defect groups for p-blocks of G. 
(ii) From a knowledge of the matrices S(D) and A(D) it is possible to 
determine all primitive idempotents of I(D), and to determine the number of 
modular irreducible characters in each p-block of G with defect group 
contained in D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let w be a *primitive (G/,,-th root of unity, and let 
K = O!(w). Let R be the localization at a prime ideal, containing p, of the 
ring of algebraic integers of K. Let 7c be the unique maximal ideal of R, let 
F = R/z, and let * denote images in F of elements of R. 
Let I(D) denote the ideal of Z(FG) which is spanned as a vector space by 
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class sums of classes whose defect groups are contained up to conjugacy in 
D. Let Ki be the class sum of the class of yi, and let Z*(D) denote the 
subspace of Z(FG) spanned by (Ki: 1 < i < Y}. Let {ei: 1 < i < q} be the set 
of primitive idempotents of Z(FG), and let ;li be the linear character of 
Z(FG) afforded by ei for 1 < i ,< q. 
As in [ 11, we define the algebra endomorphism s: Z(FG) + Z(FG) by 
Xs = EyEI li(X)ei. Then s2 = s, ker(s) = rad(Z(FG)), and Z(FG)s is the 
largest semi-simple subalgebra of Z(R’G). As in [ 11, it follows that Xs is a 
power of X for each X E Z(FG), so that s leaves every subalgebra and ideal 
of Z(FG) invariant. We also note that, for any X, 
(XS)““‘= f lbj(X)“‘ei= f /2i(X)ei=XS. 
ikl i-l 
For x E G, and an irreductible character x of G, we have [G: C,(x)] 
(x(x)/x( 1)) E 7c unless x centralizes a defect group of the p-block of G which 
contains x. If X is the class sum of the class of x in Z(FG), Xs is a linear 
combination of idempotents, all of which are in p-blocks whose defect groups 
are contained up to conjugacy within C,(x). Hence Z(D)s is spanned by 
primitive idempotents of Z(FG) contained within Z(D). Thus dim,.(Z(D)s) is 
precisely the number of p-blocks of G whose defect groups are contained in 
D. 
We first prove that the number of modular irreducible characters in p- 
blocks of G whose defect groups are contained in D is the dimension of the 
space spanned by ( (Kis)K.i: 1 < i< n, 1 <j< Y). 
Let Z,(FG) denote the subspace of Z(FG) which is spanned by the class 
sums of classes of p-regular elements. We first note that Z,(FG) = @I:.-, 
e,Z,(FG) (as vector space). Since eie,i = 0 when i #j, it is only necessary to 
prove that e,Z,(FG) c Z,(FG) for each i. Let Ei be the unique idempotent 
inverse image of ei in Z(RG), and let d be the class sum in RG of the class 
containing the p-regular element x. Let Bi be the p-block of G which contains 
ei. 
For any w E G, the coefficient of w in the product EiT? is (l/]C,(x)]) C,,8, 
x(x)x(w), which is 0 unless w is p-regular, by the usual block orthogonality 
relation. Thus E,Z,(RG) c Z,(RG) (where Z,(RG) is the obvious analogue 
of Z,(FG)), so that e,Z,(FG) c Z,(FG), as claimed. 
We next claim that for 1 < i < q the number of modular irreducible 
characters in Bi is precisely dim,(e,Z,(FG)). It is only necessary to prove 
that the number of such characters is at least dim,(eiZ,(FG)), since we 
know that Cy= 1 dim,(e,Z,(FG)) = dim,(Z,(FG)) = number of p-regular 
conjugacy classes of G = number of modular irreducible characters of G. 
For 2, Ei, x and w as above, we saw that the coefficient of w in Ei~ was 
given by: (l/l C,(x)]) CXEBix(x)~(w). It quickly follows that the rank of the 
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R-module EiZ,(RG) is at most C rank (ViUT), where Ui is the matrix with 
typical entry x(y), as x ranges through irreducible characters in Bi and y 
ranges through representatives of the conjugacy classes of p-regular elements 
of G. 
Now dim,(e,Z,(FG)) = rank,(E,Z,(RG)) < @-rank(Uj), and it is well- 
known that C-rank(U,) is precisely the number of modular irreducible 
characters in Bi. It follows, then, that dim,(eiZ,(FG)) is just the number of 
modular irreducible characters in the block Bi. 
(No doubt this is a well-known fact, but its proof was included for the 
sake of completeness.) 
We next claim that e,Z,(FG) = e,I*(D) whenever the defect group of B, is 
contained in D. Let X be the class sum of a class ofp-regular elements of G, 
and suppose that the defect group of Bi is contained in D. Then ei E Z(D), 
e,(e,X) = e,X, and eiXE Z,(FG) f7 Z(D) (for Z(D) is an ideal). Thus 
eiX E Z*(D), and e,X(=efX)) E e,Z*(D). Hence e,Z,(FG) = e,Z*(D). 
We relabel (of necessary), so that {ei: 1 < i < t) is the set of block idem- 
potents from p-blocks of G whose defect groups are contained in D. The 
total number of modular irreducible characters in p-blocks of G whose defect 
groups are contained in D is then given by Cf=, dim,(e,Z*(D)) = 
dim,(Z(D)s Z*(D)). 
We now prove that Z(D)s is spanned by (K,s: 1 ,< i < n}, from which it 
will quickly follow that Z(D)s Z*(D) is spanned by {KisK,: 1 < i < n, 
1 <k < r}. 
For 1 <j < r, Kjs is a power of Kj, so that Kjs lies in the ideal Z(Qj) (the 
obvious analogue of the ideal Z(D)) and, as Kjs is a linear combination of 
idempotents, Kjs is a linear combination of K,, K*,..., K,. We claim that if 
K, appears with non-zero coefficient in Kjs and / Qk] = 1 Qj] then yj is 
distinguished (and, furthermore, Qj is a defect group for some p-block of G). 
Let r denote the Brauer homomorphism from Z(FG) to Z(FN,(Qj)), and 
suppose that K, appears with non-zero coefficient in Kjs, and that 
I Qk I = I Qj 1. Since Kjs E Z(Qj>, Qk is conjugate to Qj. Thus Kjr and K,r are 
single class sums within Z(FN,(Qj)). Now (Kjs)z = (Kjr)s’, where s’ is the 
map analogous to s, but from Z(FN,(Qj)) to Z(FN,(Q,)). 
Let Kjs = /ikK, + Y, where Y does not involve K,. Then (Kjr)s’ = 
(Kjs)t = L,(K,z) + Yr, and Yr does not involve K,T. By Theorem 1 of [ 11, 
Qj is a defect group for some p-block of N&Q,), so for some p-block of G 
(for in the notation of [ 11, sjk # 0). By the same theorem, for 
Pj E Sylp(N,(Qj)), there is a conjugate z, of yj such that Pj n PJ = Qj. 
Replacing Pj by a suitable conjugate if necessary, we may suppose that 
z = yj. 
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G with Pi <P. A standard argument tells 
us that P f7 Pyj = Qj. Also, NP(Qj) = Pj E Sylp(N,(Qj)), so that yj is 
distinguished, as claimed. 
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Suppose that {Kis: 1 < i < n) does not span I(D)s. Then we may choose 
KJ such that K,r does not lie in the span of the above set withj < r, and with 
[ Qjl minimal subject to these conditions. Let Kjs = CL=, ajk K,. Since K,s is 
a power of Kj, whenever ajk f 0 we have Qk 5 Qj. Suppose that j Qk ( < 1 Qj ji 
whenever aj, f 0. Then as s2 = s, we have Kjs = C;=, ajk(Kks), and by the 
minimality of [Qji we see that K,s is in the space spanned by {Kis: I < i < n) 
whenever aj, + 0. This is a contradiction, as Kjs does not lie in this space. 
Thus for some k with ajk # 0, j Qk\ = IQ,\. By our earlier argument, yj is 
distinguished, so j < n already, contrary to the fact that Kjs does not lie in 
the space spanned by {K,s: 1 < i < n]. 
This contradiction establishes that {Kjs: 1 <i < n} does span Z(D)s, as 
claimed, and consequently {(Kis)K,: 1 < i < n, 1 < k < r} spans 
(I(D)s)I*(D). The proof of Theorem 1 can now be completed by using 
elementary linear algebra and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. For 1 < i, j, k < r, (Kis)K, = xi=, af’Kj. 
Proof. We first note that Kis E I(D), SO that (KiS)K, E Z(D). 
Furthermore, (Kis)Kk is a linear combination of terms of the form eKk, 
where e is an idempotent, so that (K,s)K, involves only p-regular class sums, 
and is a linear combination of K, , KZ,..., K,. 
For 1 <j < r, a!;’ is the residue (mod p) of (\C,(yj)l/lC,(y,)l) If2$‘\+ 
From the well-known formula of Burnside, it can quickly be seen that 
Let x(k) denote the class function of Qk defined by: X(~)(X) =x(ykx) for 
each x E Qk. As yk E CG(Qk), it is easy to see that xck’ is an algebraic integer 
combination of irreducible characters of Qk for each x E Irr(G). 
Rearranging our earlier equation, and taking residues in F gives 
IG: CG(Yi)IX(J’t) %ik(k) *)a 
x(1) ’ ’ k 
so that 
a!;’ = (IcdYdI,*,)-’ 2 AdKJ 2 X(Yj)* (Kc”, l)gk. 
b=l X-b 
For 1 < b < q, and for any u ‘E Q f, we have: CxEBb x( yj) x( Yk I() = 0, since 
yku is p-singular and yj is p-regular. From this it follows that 
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which is the coefficient of ~j the product l?,E,, (where - denotes images in 
Z(RG), and E, is the unique idempotent inverse image of eb in Z(RG)). 
Hence a$’ = Cz= r I,(Ki) ( toe lcient of Kj in K,e,), which is just the ff 
coefftcient of Kj in (Cz= 1 A,(Ki)eb)Kk. This last expression is precisely 
(KisF, 3 so that (Kis)K, = CT=, a$‘Kj, as claimed. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 4 and Theorem 1 (we have only given an explicit proof of 
part (a) of Theorem 1; an examination of the proof should convince the 
reader that the rank of the matrix A,(D) is the number of modular 
irreducible characters in p-blocks of G whose defect groups are strictly 
contained in D, and then part (b) quickly follows). 
Proof of Lemma 2. (ii) We claim that if Qk $ Qi then (Kis)K, is 
already in the space spanned by {(KiS)Kj: Qj 5 Qi and j < r}. Since 
(K,s)‘“’ = Kis, we have: (KiS>K, = (K,s)(K,s)‘~‘-‘K,. NOW (Ki~)‘F’-‘K, 
is a linear combination of class sums Kj for which j < r and Qj 5 Qi (for 
(K,s)‘” ‘-‘Kk E Z(Qi), and involves only p-regular class sums). Thus (Kis)Rk 
is in the space that we claimed it was. 
(i) We have seen that ai;’ is the coefftcient of Kj in the product 
(Ki SW,. Let t denote the Brauer homomorphism from Z(FG) to 
Z(FZV,(Qj)), and let s’ denote the map from Z(FN,(Qj)) to Z(FN,(Qj)) 
which is the obvious analogue of the map s. 
Since Kj7 is a single class sum within Z(I;N,(Qj)), u$’ is also the coef- 
ficient of Kj7 in (Kis)s(K,z). Now (Kis)z = (Ki7)s’. Now when X is the 
class sum of a class of NG(Qj),xE rad(ZFN,(Qj)) unless every element of 
that class centralizes O,(N,(Qj)). Th us when a$’ # 0, we have Kits’ # 0 and 
K,7 # 0, so that Qj 5 Qk, Kit involves an element which centralizes 
Op(N,(Qj>>, and hence O,(N,(Qj)) 5 Qi also. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Using the argument of Lemma 4 (or a slight 
variation of the proof of the main theorem of [ 1 I), it can be seen that 
Kis = Es=, sijKj for 1 < i < n. We saw during the course of the proof of 
Theorem 1 that if sij f 0 and 1 Qj] = 1 Q,], then Qi is a defect group for some 
p-block of G. Suppose, on the other hand, that Qi is a defect group for some 
p-block of G. Then Qi is a defect group for some p-block of NG(Qi) also. 
Let 7 denote the Brauer homomorphism from Z(FG) to Z(FN,(Qi)). We 
note that if Qj is conjugate to Qi, then sij is the coefftcient of Kjs in (Kit)S’ 
(where s’ is the obvious analogue of the map s). By the main theorem of [ 11, 
as Qi is a defect group for some p-block of Nc(Qi), there is some k such that 
y, is distinguished, Qk is conjugate to Qi, and ski # 0 for some j such that 
] Qj] = 1 Qkl (we essentially proved this during the course of the proof of 
Theorem 1). 
We know that sij = 0 unless Qj 5 Qi. Thus, if in the matrix S(D) the 
entries skj and sjk are both non-zero, then Qk and Qj are conjugate in G, and 
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both are defect groups for some p-block of G. Furthermore, if Qi is a defect 
group for some p-block of G, then there is a pair {j, k} such that Skj # 0, 
sjk # 0, and Qk is conjugate to Qi. Hence the p-subgroups of G which are 
defect groups for p-blocks of G, and are contained up to conjugacy in D, are 
precisely those Qk such that k < n and, for some j < r, SjkSkj # 0. In 
particular, a knowledge of the matrix S(D) determines which subgroups of D 
are defect groups for p-blocks of G. 
(ii) We have seen that {Kis: 1 < i < n} spans I(D)s. From the matrix 
S(D), for I < j < n, we know that Kjs = CL= i sjkK,. Thus for 1 < i, j < n, 
(Kis)(Kjs) = CL= 1 Sjk(Kis)Kk* From the matrix A(D), we know that 
(Kis)K, = C;=, a$‘K,. Hence, from a knowledge of A(D) and S(D) (and 
how they are labelled), we can determine all products (Kis)(Kjs) for 1 <i, 
j < n. Consequently, we can determine the multiplication within the algebra 
I(D)s, which is a semi-simple algebra with a unit element (or else is already 
0). From this knowledge, we can recover the primitive idempotents of Z(D)s, 
which are precisely the block idempotents of the p-blocks of G whose defect 
groups are contained in D (more will be said about this in a moment). 
Suppose that e is a primitive idempotent of Z(FG) contained within Z(D)s. 
Then we may write e = Cr=, pi(Kis), where each pi E F. We saw in the 
proof of Theorem 1 that dim,(el*(D)) is the number of modular irreducible 
characters in the p-block of e. 
For 1 < k < r, eK, = Cr= i ,ui(Kis)K, = Cr:, yi CJ=, a$‘Kj. Thus, letting 
U denote the n-long row vector with ith entry pi, we see easily that the 
number of modular irreducible characters in the p-block of e is the rank of 
the r x r matrix whose kth row is UAck’. 
2. DECOMPOSING SEMI-SIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we make the following assumptions: A is a linite- 
dimensional, semi-simple, commutative algebra with a unit element, over the 
finite field F (the arguments we give can be slightly modified if F is not 
finite). A has the basis {a,, a2 ,..., a,}, and we are given the class algebra 
constants Aijk E F such that aiaj = xi= I Lijkak. We suppose that F has q- 
elements. 
We first claim that A OFF, is a direct sum of one dimensional 
subalgebras, where F, has qr elements and r is the smallest integer such that 
a:‘= ai for 1 < i < n (and that F, is the smallest field containing F which 
has this property). 
Let F* be an extension of F such that A OFF* contains n mutually 
orthogonal idempotents, say e, ,..., e,. Then there are elements ,uij E F* such 
that a, = CJ=, ,uijej for 1 < i < n. Since a 4’ = ai for each i, &y = pij for all i 
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and j. Hence we may suppose that F* is an extension of F, (as F, has qr 
elements), and that pLii E F, for all i, j. Let U be the n x n matrix [pii]. Then 
for 1 < i < n, e, = CJ=, yijaj, where yij is the i, j entry of the matrix U-l. In 
particular, each ei lies in A OFF,, and both our claims are established. (We 
remark that we can define an n X n matrix T = [ tii], with entries in F such 
that a: = Cj”=, tijaj for each i, and that r is the smallest natural number such 
that Tr = I.) 
Our next task is to identify 1,. There are several ways to do this, and we 
mention one systematic, but tedious, way. For 1 < i < n, let b, = @‘-‘. Then 
bj2 = bi for each i, and bi # 0 for any i. We define idempotentsf; inductively 
asfollows:f,=b,;f,=f,-,+(b,-f,-,b,)for2<k<n. 
We claim that, for each k, we have uifk = ui for 1 < i < k. When k = 1, 
we have u,f, =u,b,=u,u~‘-‘=a~‘=~,. Suppose that for somej, we have 
u,jJ=u, for l<i<j. Then for l~i~j,u,fj+,=uifj+a,(bj+,-fjbj+,)= 
uifj = ai. Also, uj+ ,fi+ i = uj+ ,fj + uj+, bj+, - uj+, bj+ ,fj. Now aj+, bj+ I = 
a;: 1 =“j+lY SO that Uj+Ifj+l=Uj+,. Hence our claim is established. In 
particular, aif, = a, for 1 < i < n, so that f, = 1,. 
We now describe a systematic method of finding the primitive idempotents 
of A of F, . To minimize the confusion caused by notation, we assume from 
now on that F, = F and that Y = 1. 
For each x EA, and 2 E F#, we let E,(x) = -x7:: (A-lx)‘. Since 
(,?-‘x)~ = k-,x, it readily follows that E,(x)~ = E,(x). Also, for any x we 
see easily that E,(x)E,(x) = 0 for A #p in F. We let 
E,(x) = 1, - CAE,&,(x) for each x E A. Then for each x EA, 
E,(x) + C1,,#E,(x) gives a decomposition of 1, as a sum of mutually 
orthogonal idempotents (neglecting those A for which E,(x) = 0). 
It is not difficult to verify that x = C1eF#AE1(~), and E,(x) # 0 iff A is a 
root of the minimum polynomial of x over F (including the case 2 = 0). The 
key to finding the primitive idempotents of A is: 
LEMMA 5. Let e be a primitive idempotent of A. Then there is a unique 
n-tuple (A,, i, ,..., 2,) of elements of F such that e = fly:, E,Ju,). Any 
product of the latter form is 0 or a primitive idempotent of A. 
Proof. For 1 < i < n, we may write 1, = CAEFEA(ui). We may multiply 
these n decompositions of l,, together to obtain an orthogonal decom- 
position of 1,) where each term has the form E,,(u,) . . . E,“(a,) (for 
different n-tuples gives rise to orthogonal terms). As e is a primitive idem- 
potent, there is an n-tuple (A, ,..., A,,) such that e = e ny=, E,,(ui). We claim 
that e = nr= I E,!(ai), and it follows from our remarks above that the n-tuple 
(A , ,..., A,) is unique. 
We prove by induction on dim,(A) that for any n-tuple @, ,...,pu,) of 
elements of F, ny=, EWi(ai) is either 0 or a primitive idempotent of A. 
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Suppose that nl=, E,,(a,) # 0. Our assertion is certainly true when n = 1, 
so we can assume that a, is not a multiple of 1, , in which case E,, (a,) # 1,. 
Letz=E,l(a,),sozZ=z#O. 
For 2 < i < n, we have EUi(aiz) = zEWi(ai). Hence nr=, ENi = 
nY= 1 Epi(uiZ>. N ow dim,(Az) < dim,(A), AZ is a semi-simple commutative 
algebra with unit element z, and is spanned by u,z, u~z,..., u,z. By induction, 
nY= 1 Eui(aiZ) . IS a primitive idempotent of AZ (in fact, some proper 
subproduct of it is already a primitive idempotent, as a proper subset of 
{a, z,..., a,,~} spans AZ). Thus nl=, ENi is a primitive idempotent of A, as 
claimed. Hence n;=, E,Ju,) is a primitive idempotent of A, and as 
e JJl=, Eli(ui) = e, we must have nl=, Eli(ui) = e. 
Remark. Examination of the arguments we have used reveals that it is 
only necessary to assume that {ai: 1 < i < n} spans A. A little more thought 
reveals that it is only necessary to assume that (ai: 1 < i < n} generates A as 
an algebra. 
We also remark that the method we have outlined can be made quite 
efficient computationally, as follows: for 1 < k < n, each k-tuple (or ,...,,D~) 
gives an element n:=, E,i(ui), which is either idempotent or 0. Any two 
distinct k-tuples give rise to elements whose products are 0. As dim,(A) = n, 
there are at most n k-tuples @r ,,u* ,...,,u,) such that n:= r EMi # 0 (in 
fact, if there are n, these are all primitive idempotents of A). We can multiply 
each of these “survivors” at stage k in turn by each E,(ak+ ,) as 3, ranges 
through F to determine the “survivors” at stage k + 1. At each stage, we 
have to perform at most nq multiplications of elements of A. The “survivors” 
at stage IZ are all primitive idempotents of A, and we can obtain these by 
performing something of the order of qn* multiplications of elements of A. 
Returning to the situation of Theorem 3, from a knowledge of the matrix 
S(D) we can refine (Kis: 1 < i < n} to a basis for Z(D)s (for example, we 
could use Gaussian elimination). Let A = Z(D)s. Then we may regard A as a 
semi-simple commutative algebra with unit element (unless A = 0 already) 
over GF(p). From the matrices A(D) and S(D), as we have described 
already, we can determine all products of elements of the basis found above. 
We can then follow the procedures outlined above to find a splitting field, 
F, , for A, and find the primitive idempotents of A &., Pj F, . Thus we do not 
even need to know / G IP ,, or to be given a splitting field of characteristic p for 
G, for the matrices S(D) and A(D) contain all the necessary information to 
decompose Z(D)s. (Some, or all, of the results of this section are well-known, 
no doubt). 
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3. DOUBLE COSET DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section, we illustrate how the numbers u{J’ are determined by the 
way in which conjugates of yi and yj are distributed among the cosets of Qk 
in G. 
For 1 < k < r, we pick a full set of (Qk, Q,)-double coset representatives 
say { gi: 1 < i < t), chosen whenever possible so that gi is p-regular and gi 
centralizes Qk f7 Qii. We label so that gi satisfies the stated condition for 
i < b, but gi does not when i > b. If b = 0, we set Bck’ = [0] (n X r). 
Otherwise, we set Bck’ = M(k’N(k)r, where Mck’ is the n x b matrix whose 
(i, J-entry, rni;‘, is the residue (mod p) of the number of conjugates of yi in 
gjCck(Qk n Q$), and where Nck’ is the r x b matrix whose (i, j) entry, PZ$‘, is 
the residue (mod p) of the number of orbits which Qk n Q$ has on 
conjugates of yi in gj yk Qk whose centralizers have a Sylow p-subgroup 
contained in Qk. 
We define the nr x r matrix B(D) to have its (tn + i)th row equal to the 
ithrowofB”“‘forO~f~r-l,l~i~n. 
THEOREM 5. For 1 <j, k < r, 1 < i < % a:;’ = (1 C,(Yj>I$// cG(Yk>i:) 
b$‘. In particular, the matrices A(D) and B(D) have the same rank. 
Proof: We calculate the contribution to ]flij’] from the double cosets 
Qk & and Qk hy, Qk, for g, h E G. We may suppose that 
h -‘gyk E y, Qk, so that h ‘g E Qk, and g E hQk. Hence we may suppose 
that g = h. 
For u E Qk, the contribution to 1 J2$’ ] from gQk and gy, Qk is the same as 
that from ugQ, and ugy, Qk, for if a E gQk and b E gyk Qk with (a, b) E l$), 
then uau-’ E ugQ,, ubu-’ E ugy,Q, and (uau-‘)P1(ubuP’) E ykQk (simi- 
larly, if x E ugQ,, y E ugy,Q,, and (x, y) E L’j,“‘, then (u-‘XU, K’yu) E 
o;;‘, and Z.-‘XU E gQk, U-‘yZ4 E gykQk). 
Hence the contribution we seek is [Q, : Qk n gQk g- ’ ] times the 
contribution from gQk and gy,Q,. We note that Qk n gQk g-’ permutes the 
conjugates of yi within gQk, and that Qk n (gyk)Qk( gy,) - ’ permutes the 
conjugates of yj within gy,Q,. As y, E CG(Qk), we see easily that 
Qk n &?k g-’ = Qk n (gyk)Qk(gyk)-‘. 
The contribution to ]L’jT’ 1 from gQk and gy, Qk is 
1 [QkngQkg-l:QkngQkg-‘nC,(Z,)l 
a,L’ 
as z,, wq range respectively through orbit representatives of the orbits which 
Qk n gQk g-’ has on conjugates of yi within gQk and conjugates of yj within 
gyk Qk. 
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Hence, the contribution to IO$‘l from QkgQk and Qkgy,Q, is 
Fb [Q,: Qkn gQkg-’ n c&,)l[Q,n gQ,g-': Qkn gQkg-' nC&)l. 
However, our real concern is a$‘, 
1 C,( yk) I) 10~~’ I. The term 
which is the residue (mod p) of (I C,( yj)I/ 
I cG(Yj)l 
,CG(Yk), [Qk:QkngQkg-lnCc(w,)l 
x lQ,n gQkg-': Qkn gQd'n C&,)1 
makes no contribution to this residue unless Qk f-7 gQk g-i n C,(w,) E Sylp 
(C,(w,)) and Qkf7 gQkg-’ G C,(z,) (for wg is conjugate to yj). If both 
conditions are satisfied, the contribution to the residue is I C,( yj)If,/ 
I cG(Yk)l~* 
The total contribution to uij (‘) from these double cosets is ( C,( yj)($,/ 
I CG(Yk) I$ mi( g> *nj( g>*y where mi(g) is the number of conjugates of yj 
within gQk which centralize Qk n gQk g-l, and nj( g) is the number of orbits 
which Qk n gQk g-’ has on conjugates of yj within gy, Qk whose centralizers 
have a Sylow p-subgroup contained in Qk (hence in Qk n gQk g ‘). 
We may suppose then that g is conjugate to yi and that g centralizes 
Qk n gQk g-’ (in which case, Qk n gQk g-’ = Qk n Qi). Hence we may 
suppose that g = g, for some I< b. Consequently, we obtain 
as claimed. The proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 
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